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Graveyard keeper science guide

Blue Dots The Cemetery Keeper is one of the rare technology points needed in the early parts of the game. They are an indispensable part of creating technology as well as drunkenness experience. But to get them easy, you'll also need to collect the science resource. This is since it is used until it explores various items
that lead to achieving bluer points. So how do you get these elusive resources? How to get science in the cemetery keeps the first thing you need to do before you think about getting science and blue dots is open the church. This is because the church is the only place you can explore anything in the game. You can
access the blueprints for the building as soon as you complete episcop's journey, become a preacher, and increase the ranking of your cemetery above 5.After you have built the church you will need to create the study table. This will be available after you complete the tasks needed to build the church as well as the
alchemy lab. All this will happen during Episcope's journey so there's not much to worry about. So you will need to do a church desk as well since to get science you need to be able to explore various items, such as clean paper. To open the desktop you first need to open research and crafting paper on wood writing
technology book. Then to make the desktop itself you need nine Flitch, 10x nails, and four complex iron parts. From there, you can start making the clean paper necessary to achieve Science.To to make clean paper you first need to make pigskin paper which can be made from human skin, pigskin or bat wing at the
church desktop. Once you have made the pigskin paper you can focus it into clean paper, also in the Workbench church.From there you can go to the research table and explore the clean paper to win science. You can also get science through research on notes, chapters, books, or Lenses.How to get blue dots at
KeyperNow Cemetery because you've gained lots of science you're now ready to get some blue dots. This is done very easily by studying various body parts at the research table but on top of science, you will also need faith. The easiest way to do that is once you've built a church and become a preacher, you can give
sermons on Pride Day. Once you have gathered enough science and faith you can go to the research table to explore all parts of the body and achieve a nice amount of blue dots.You can also get blue dots by talking to the astrologer who lives east of the village in a lighthouse during a lazy day of the week. Talk to the
astrologer and you can purchase 20 blue dots for five silvers. Another way to get small amounts of blue dots is by making glass. You can unlock the ability to make glass from the Bishop a week after you opened your church. From there you have to find some river sand which can be found by the river. To make glass you
have to build an oven, then put two river sand, one water, and 20X fuel. Making glass will make you one blue All this will help you in your quest to achieve all these blue dots.For more help, see our game center for the cemetery guard. Home Saver &gt; General &gt; On subject details Where do I find science points to do
any research? Title make or buy pages and research them. They'll be used and turned into science points. The best way to imo to get the science points: skin some bodies. Use the desktop down there to turn the skin into paper, then use the paper at the research station. The old astrologer also sells book items that can
be deployed for note science points: it's just to be used to report spam, advertising, and problematic posts (harassment, fighting, or crude). The next start and development map and NPC Prev start and development of technological wood there are four types of points in Graveyard. Three of them (blue, red and green) are
used to improve and develop the technology tree. This allows you to expand your environment and complete missions in the game. If you don't open the tech tree, you won't be able to complete the game. We've created a detailed description of the technology tree on a separate page to make it easier for you to make
decisions about your development at Schumer Cemetery. Green dots you will get green dots by performing activities related to food, drinks and agricultural products. We've compiled a list of steps you can take to get green points, along with the number of points you can get for each task. Checking vines. In a number of
places on the map you will find growing vines, which are mainly located behind the bridge on the marshes. They are shown in the screenshot above. You can score five points from them. Sand digging. You will find sand mountains on the banks of the river and you can earn up to 10 points for digging them out. Harvesting
crops. If you take care of your farm you will be able to harvest new vegetables every few days. Each harvest gives you five points. Collect available resources on a map. If you want to get green dots quickly you can walk around the area picking flowers and fruit. However, it is only worthwhile at the beginning of the game,
because any such interaction nets you only one green spot. Carpentry. You can earn 1 to 5 points for cutting down trees, creating planks and cutting wood. Red dots will get red dots by doing things like building machines, collecting resources and by creating new weapons. We've created a list of steps you can take to get
red dots. We also included information about the number of points scored for a given activity. Stone and iron mining. However, it is only worthwhile at the beginning of the game, because any such interaction gives you only one red dot. However, if you need to get raw materials anyway, it is worth walking around the area
and collecting iron stones. Creating new tools. You can create new equipment using Anvil. Just contact the Anvil and you'll see a message that contains information about Weapons you can create. The required materials will also be displayed. You will receive 5 points for each creation process. Creating new items. When
you create new equipment or tools, you receive about 10 points. Blue dots you will get blue dots by engaging in church and faith activities. We've created a list of steps you can take to score blue dots. We also included information about the number of points scored for a given activity. In order to be able to earn blue dots
you must complete a bowl-related task for Episcop. This task is described in detail on a page dedicated to storytelling mission tips at The Guardian Cemetery. Celebrate crowds. You can earn up to 10 points to celebrate Mass in church. Give the bowls to the episcope. After giving 20 clay bowls to the episcope you will
get your first 10 points. Books There are books in the cemetery keeper that can be bought from the astrologer. You can only buy one book of a given kind. The color of the book depends on the points you earn. Green Book - Green Dots; Blue Book - Blue Dots; Red Book - Red Dots. Reading a book will entitle you from
10 to 50 points - just open the inventory and use the item. Science points and science points make it easier to earn the other types of points. To get to the study table, first you have to take a skull from a grave and give it to an astrologer on a lazy day. It'll give you the key to the church basement. To get a science point,
you need to remove the skin from your body and convert it into pig skin. This will give you four pig skins, which you will process into pages. Put the page on the table and turn it into science points. You can then put each item on the table, add science points to it, and convert it to specific points of your choice. plants and
theodos - green dots; Rocks and resources - red dots; Scrally objects - blue dots. How to get blue dots quickly from the bodies delivered to the morgue you can cut organs and various elements such as brain, intestines, heart, flesh, blood, fat, skin, bone and skull. Each can only be used once per study table. By
extracting organs and various types of gibs from the bodies you can damage or destroy them. But you don't have to worry about that if you have the option to burn your bodies. Burned bodies don't have a quality level. Using elements of the human body on a study table can get you a lot of blue dots. We have prepared a
list of organs with a certain number of points that you can get from them:Brain - defeat 3 faith and 3 science points will get you 50 blue dots,intestines - defeat 3 faith and 3 science points will get you 50 blue points, heart - using the heart on the table to consume 3 faith and 3 science points but you will get 50 blue points,
meat - losing 1 faith and 1 science point you will get 20 points Blood -- using blood on the table will consume 1 faith and 1 science point, but in return you'll get 20 blue,fat points -- losing 1 faith and 1 Dot you will get 20 blue dots, skin - if you use skin on the research table you can get 20 blue dots, but you will use 1 faith
and 1 science point,bone - the bone will give you only 10 blue dots, a skull - 1 faith and 1 science point you will get 20 blue dots. Next Start and Development Map and Previous NPC Start and Wood Development Technology
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